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INT. LAKE TRUST OFFICE

AFTERNOON:

LOAN OFFICER is chatting with

MAN and WOMAN. MAN and WOMAN

sign some paperwork and LOAN

OFFICER shakes each of their

hands as they stand up. The

V/O starts. MAN and WOMAN

pass through the office door.

V/O: What if your mortgage didn’t

just open the door to your new home?

What if it opened more doors for your

community?

CUT TO:

INT. PARK AFTERNOON :

MAN and WOMAN walk into a new

studio environment that looks

like a grassy park. PARK

VOLUNTEER 3 is raking leaves.

PARK VOLUNTEER 2 is planting

a small tree, pressing a pile

of mulch around its base.

PARK VOLUNTEER 1 is pushing a

wheelbarrow.

V/O: At Lake Trust, we’re proud to be

involved in the communities we serve.

But it’s who we lend to that makes the

real difference. You see, we service

100% of our loans ...

MAN and WOMAN walk through

the park, giving s thumbs up

to the park volunteers. They

pass through the door at the

end of the scene.

CUT TO:

INT. BAKERY AFTERNOON :

MAN and WOMAN emerge into a

brightly lit, pastel-colored

bakery. BAKER walks out from

the back room with a tray of

cupcakes. BAKERY PATRON 1 and

CHILD sit at a table in the

foreground, eating cupcakes.

V/O: ... making more lending possible.

Like a small-business loan to your

favorite bakery for a whole new space.
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MAN and WOMAN walk through

the bakery and look around

in wonder. They pass through

another door at the end of

the scene.

CUT TO:

INT. LAKE AFTERNOON :

MAN and WOMAN emerge onto a

wooden dock that crosses the

foreground. They pass UNCLE

FRANK on a fishing boat in

the background.

V/O: Or a loan for Uncle Frank, so he

can get that fishing boat he’s always

wanted.

They wave to UNCLE FRANK and

continue down the dock. They

pass through the final door.

CUT TO:

INT. HOME AFTERNOON :

MAN and WOMAN emerge into a

simple, modern living room.

They walk a few steps to a

couch and sit down.

V/O: You can feel great about a home

loan with Lake Trust Credit Union.

Because keeping more money in your

community ...

MAN puts his arm around

WOMAN. They look around in

wonder, satisfied from their

journey.

V/O: ...well, it makes coming home just

a little more special.

The scene blurs out and

the Lake Trust logo is

superimposed on the screen.

V/O: Home loans with Lake Trust. Let’s

open some doors together.

FADE OUT.


